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The title of this talk might be:

Why physicists make such complex , lenghty and cumbersome 
calculations ?

or, as in Cicero’s “De Oratore II 36”,

Historia magistra vitae (est)
("history is life's teacher" )

Historia vero testis temporum, lux veritatis, vita memoriae, magistra vitae, nuntia vetustatis, 
qua voce alia nisi oratoris immortalitati commendatur? 

Cicero, De Oratore, II, 36
(By what other voice, too, than that of the orator, is history, the witness of time, the light of 

truth, the life of memory, the directress of life, the herald of antiquity, committed to 
immortality? )



Brahe collected a huge amount of
observation ( at naked eye ) data



Brahe was  not  a  “copernican”  nevertheless



Keplers laws ( starting in 1618 )



Two pages 
from the
Kepler’s
logbook 









..to the present days….









A  renowned paper



Freeman J. Dyson
65 years ago…



this ( 2 pages ) paper has 
received

15 citations in 2017 
( as of today )

22 citations in 2016
…





Silvan S. Schweber in 
“QED and the men who made it:  Dyson, Feynman, Scwinger and Tomonaga”, 

Princeton University Press, 1994.



207 Silvan S Schweber FJD interview in “QED and the men who made it”





P.A.M. Dirac at the Tahlasse conference
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New Determination of the Fine Structure Constant and Test of the Quantum Electrodynamics
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We report a new measurement of the ratio h=mRb between the Planck constant and the mass of 87Rb
atom. A new value of the fine structure constant is deduced, !!1 ¼ 137:035 999 037 ð91Þ with a relative

uncertainty of 6:6% 10!10. Using this determination, we obtain a theoretical value of the electron

anomaly ae ¼ 0:001 159 652 181 13ð84Þ, which is in agreement with the experimental measurement of

Gabrielse [ae ¼ 0:001 159 652 180 73ð28Þ]. The comparison of these values provides the most stringent

test of the QED. Moreover, the precision is large enough to verify for the first time the muonic and

hadronic contributions to this anomaly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.106.080801 PACS numbers: 06.20.Jr, 03.75.Dg, 12.20.Fv, 37.25.+k

The fine structure constant ! characterizes the strength
of the electromagnetic interaction. This dimensionless
quantity is defined as: ! ¼ e2=4"#0@c, where #0 is the
permittivity of vacuum, c the speed of light, e the electron
charge and @ the reduced Planck constant (@ ¼ h=2"). It
appears in the expressions of the ionization energy of
hydrogen atom, of the fine and hyperfine structures of
atomic energy levels, and it is the parameter of the quan-
tum electrodynamics (QED) calculations. Its measurement
in different domains of physics is a test of the consistency
of the theory. The most accurate value is deduced from the
combination of the measurement of the electron anomaly
ae with a very difficult QED calculation. The last result, by
Gabrielse at Harvard University, gives a value of ! with a
relative uncertainty of 3:7% 10!10 [1,2]. This impressive
result depends completely upon QED calculations. Thus,
when in 2007 Aoyama et al. detected an error, the ! value
shifted by 4:7% 10!9 [2–4]. Consequently, to check these
calculations, another determination of ! is required. Up to
now all values of ! that depend upon QED much less were
less accurate by at least an order of magnitude. The mea-
surement of the quantum Hall effect provides an ! value
with an uncertainty of 1:8% 10!8 [5] and the accuracies of
the determinations deduced from the recoil-velocity mea-
surement were respectively 7:7% 10!9 and 4:6% 10!9 for
the cesium and rubidium experiments [6,7].

In this Letter we present a new measurement of the
ratio h=mRb between the Planck constant and the mass of
87Rb atom and we obtain a new value of !:

!!1 ¼ 137:035 999 037 ð91Þ: (1)

With a relative uncertainty of 6:6% 10!10, this value im-
proves our precedent result by a factor of about seven [7].
The comparison with the value deduced from the electron
anomaly provides the most stringent test of QED [1].
Indeed there is a very good agreement with this last value
(!!1 ¼ 137:035 999 084 ð51Þ) as illustrated on Fig. 1.

This agreement confirms together the recent g! 2 mea-
surement of Gabrielse by comparison with the value ob-
tained by Dehmelt at the University of Washington [8] and
the recent correction found in the calculation of the elec-
tron anomaly [2]. The discussion on this agreement will be
presented at the end of this Letter.
The fine structure constant is deduced from the mea-

surement of h=mRb thanks to the relation

!2 ¼ 2R1
c

mRb

me

h

mRb
; (2)

where me is the electron mass. In Eq. (2), the Rydberg
constant R1 and the mass ratio mRb=me are known with an
accuracy of 7% 10!12 [5,9,10] and 4:4% 10!10 [11,12],
respectively: the limiting factor is the ratio h=mRb. In our

FIG. 1. Determinations of ! with a relative uncertainty smaller
than 10!8; ae (UW): measurement by Dehmelt at the University
of Washington [8]; h=mCs: measurement of the cesium recoil
velocity at Stanford [6]; h=mRb: measurement of the rubidium
recoil velocity at Paris in 2006 [17] and 2008 [7]; ae (Harvard):
measurement of g! 2 at Harvard University in 2006 [3] and
2008 [1]. The values deduced from the electron anomaly take
into account the reevaluation of the QED calculation of ae in
2007 [2,4].
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Alpha is not a constant !



Radiative corrections start to (take) play a prominent role when 
the field becomes assessed and mature

and when, eventually, the collection of experimental
data becomes abundant and accurate on the same time 

(as a solid base for further developments) 
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The talks in this Workshop by Umberto (Marconi)
“Measurements of alpha and  proposal for  amu^HLO space-like”

as well as by Marina (Marinkovic ), Pierpaolo ( Mastrolia ) and 
Fulvio ( Piccinini) 



Our proposal therefore has to deal with some 
experimental issues….



Experimental Issues
Using Bhabha at small angle (to emphasize t-channel 
contribution) to extract        :
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Where dσ0MC is the MC prediction for Bhabha process with 
,                      and there are corrections due to RC…
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since Δαlep(t)  is theoretically well known

Which experimental accuracy we are aiming at ?
                   1/2 fractional accuracy on dσ(t)/dσ0MC(t). 

If we assume to measure δΔαhad at 0.5% at the peak of the integrand (Δαhad 
~10-3 at x=0.92)  fractional accuracy on
 

                       dσ(t)/dσ0MC(t) ~ 10-5 

Very challenging measurement (one order of magnitude 
improvement respect to date)  due to the systematics

�↵
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��↵had '
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Vacuum Polarization makes αem running
assuming a well defined “effective” value at 

any scale

vacuum polarization and the “effective 
charge” are defined by:

α

Δα takes contributions from leptonic and hadronic and gauge bosons 
elementary states

Among these the non-perturbative  Δαhad

Δα = Δαleptonic + Δαgb + Δαhad + Δα top



functional form of the kernel

Δα is dominated at low t by the leptonic  
contribution 

A. Arbuzov, D.Haidt, C.Matteuzzi,M.Paganoni, L.T. Eur. Phys. J. C 34 (2004) 267 

large t-values are depressed by x-1 denominator

The integrand is peaked at ~x=0.92 
t=-0.11 GeV2 (~330 MeV) for which 
Δαhad(0.92)~ 10-3   

t=0 0.92

t=
-∞

C.M. Carloni Calame et al. / Physics Letters B 746 (2015) 325–329 



The running of alpha in the space-like region 
some years ago



A. Arbuzov, D. Haidt, C. Matteuzzi, M. Paganoni and L.T.  
A. Eur. Phys. J. C 34 (2004) 267



each one of them known with an accuracy of at least 0.1% 
1st factor

Born cross section
contains all the soft and 

virtual 
corrections

Bhabha is a pure QED 
processes

quarks enter only
in loops



2nd factor Vacuum polarization effects
contains the running of alpha

3rd factor

contains all the real and virtual effects not incorporated in the running 
of alpha



↵(0) is the Sommerfeld 
fine structure constant

measured with a precision of

O(10�9)

from loop contributions to the photon propagator�↵(q2)



A couple of years later….







The method used follows the above parametrization/factorization
of the Bhabha cross-section



Such an approach was possible
with a per-mille accuracy 

of the Bhabha cross-section 
1992-1997….



all started in 1992 with a preprint:

then the general program : 



After almost three years at a CERN workshop
(  ”Reports of the Working Group on Precision Calculations for the Z

Resonance” CERN 95-03, March 1995.):



and a few months later :



since the accuracy reached at the time was still inadequate. 
According to the evaluations the theoretical estimates were still incomplete, moreover, are

in disagreement with each other up to 0.5%, far from the required theoretical and experimental 
accuracy

The goal of the analytical result was aiming at a precision



At small angles the main contribution comes from one photon exchanged  in the t-
channel 

( due to the eikonal approximation logarithmic terms from multiple-photon exchange 
diagrams do cancel )

Also terms of the type: 
m2

Q2

may be omitted

m = me,mµ

Q2 ' 1GeV 2if





the weak  interaction contribution



virtual+soft photon contribution



where



  Eidelman Jegerlehner

































































Some examples of subsequent work













from page 142 ….to page 170

………….

Appendix A









For a review:



Both experimental and theoretical improvements, tests, calculations, have 
to be worked out….. and eventually the mission will be ……
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